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Enter MechoEcho, an ethereal world where all that stands between you and peril is your own ingenuity. Use blocks, engines, and
an array of tools to invent and build wildly 5d3b920ae0
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Great game with challenging and interesting levels. Intruiging story line and user friendly mechanics. Would recommend for
anyone interested in puzzle and robotic games.. Graphically rich environments with intuitive concepts and an entertaining
narrative make make MechoEcho great. I enjoyed completely levels in more than one way, and as someone who doesn't usually
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play puzzles I had fun being challenged and overcoming obstacles.. I picked this up on sale and really enjoyed it. Like playing
with legos, but with programmable parts to complete a task on most levels. I'd never played anything like this, and had a little bit
of trouble understanding some of the early construction puzzles and how the pieces could work together, but once I understood
what was happening I was able to build interestingly functional devices. There's a lot of freedom in what you can build. I don't
know if the later puzzles were easier, but it seemed like it all started making sense to me around half-way through. so I guess
that's to say: don't get frustrated too much early on because it might all "click" if something's not making sense. Steam says I got
12.9 hours in my playthrough. I'm a casual gamer, did not use any guides or walkthroughs, and was completely unfamiliar with
this type of game - so if you're like me that might be what you can expect from the 30 main levels of the game. I have not tried
the sandbox or the challenge levels though. I looked at one of the challenge levels and it looked very tough. Overall, I thought
the game was both creatively engaging and fun.. Originality and quality make this Indi a must have! try and see =). 8/10
Basically Robot Arena (you construct a robot) but instead of a fighting robot you make a robot which would climb over some
obstacle, e.g. stairs, a wall, a narrow passage etc. Pros: - a unique idea (though arguably it's still much more fun to fight with
robots in Robot Arena than just climb over obstacles here, unless you really are into non-violent games) - interesting story So-so:
- the puzzles are varied but solving them didn't feel satisfying. Most often I'd just either randomly stumble on a solution, or
iterate on a supposedly incorrect solution until it would (clumsily) still perform the task. The whole puzzle is physics-based, so
even with a wrong vehicle you can sometimes reach the goal. It would be great if the game had an option to show the solution
which the author had in mind, e.g. after the level is solved. Bad: - there are some annoying useless animations which slow the
game down, e.g. the character needs to step on a plate, then "covert" into a robot (long animation), then you can build the robot.
In fact, the whole running thing with picking up the story pieces feels somewhat out of place since it's just a puzzle game with
robots. The running part should have had more gameplay (not just running), or maybe it should have been taken out altogether.
The story could just be told in briefings before/after puzzles or whatever. A unique physics-based puzzle where you construct
robots to climb over obstacles. You will like it if you enjoy physics-based puzzles and like to construct/engineer mechanisms.. A
fun enough game, with a fairly predictable but otherwise engaging plot and some rather satisfying callbacks towards the end.
Sadly, let down by often uninspired puzzles (they're, every single one, get over There - so much wasted potential. There could've
been puzzles and tools for you to split apart and come back together, to transform, more freedom in how you approach
problems) and the annoying controls (no undo button, no easy block rotation, annoying resets of the Free Camera button, etc).
Still, enjoyable enough diversion.. MechoEcho is a fun construction/physics puzzle game with good graphics and a nice little
story. You are presented with an environment containing obstructions, and are tasked with creating a machine that can overcome
them and reach the exit. The method of construction is intuitive, and the available building blocks are easy to understand and
utilize. At the time of review, the game contains 30 campaign levels, a handful of which are tutorialised. This would be my main
criticism of the game, in that it took just 6 hours to complete. There is the option to replay levels to come up with different
solutions, and a sandbox level is also available, but I do wish the game had more content. The content that's there though is
enjoyable, and I certainly don't regret buying the game. I just want MORE of it! :) -- Edited to add: -- Now that 10 additional
challenging levels have been added to the game (along with more of the story), the play time of the game has increased greatly!
If anyone was worried they'd finish the game too quickly, that really isn't a concern any more.. Originality and quality make this
Indi a must have! try and see =). I picked this up on sale and really enjoyed it. Like playing with legos, but with programmable
parts to complete a task on most levels. I'd never played anything like this, and had a little bit of trouble understanding some of
the early construction puzzles and how the pieces could work together, but once I understood what was happening I was able to
build interestingly functional devices. There's a lot of freedom in what you can build. I don't know if the later puzzles were
easier, but it seemed like it all started making sense to me around half-way through. so I guess that's to say: don't get frustrated
too much early on because it might all "click" if something's not making sense. Steam says I got 12.9 hours in my playthrough.
I'm a casual gamer, did not use any guides or walkthroughs, and was completely unfamiliar with this type of game - so if you're
like me that might be what you can expect from the 30 main levels of the game. I have not tried the sandbox or the challenge
levels though. I looked at one of the challenge levels and it looked very tough. Overall, I thought the game was both creatively
engaging and fun.. Great puzzle game but it is difficult and I would only recommend it if your looking for a challenge.
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